Springfield, Illinois – Fernando E. Grillo, Secretary of the Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation (IDFPR), announced the following disciplinary actions taken by the Division of Professional Regulation during the month of August 2004.

ARCHITECTS, LAND SURVEYORS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS

Ronald E. Jagodzinski, Riverton – professional engineer license (062-055345) suspended for three years and fined $3,500 for representing himself to be a licensed professional engineer while licensed as an engineer intern.

Robert P. O’Shea Jr., Winfield – the respondent was issued a reprimand and fined $4,500 for holding himself out to be a professional engineer in Illinois and using the acronym “P.E.” on reports without an Illinois license.

The following individuals were ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice of professional engineering:

Jim Gallagher, Lake Forest
Ryan R. Peterson, Gurnee

ATHLETIC TRAINING

Michael Patrick Rose, Lisle – athletic trainer license (096-001973) issued with reprimand and fined $500 for practicing without an athletic trainer license.
BARBER, COSMETOLOGY, ESTHETICS AND NAIL TECHNOLOGY

DeSalon, Chicago, Kimberly Jones, Chicago, and Letishia Price, Chicago – DeSalon ordered to cease and desist operating an unlicensed salon, and Jones and Price ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice of cosmetology.

Elizabeth Arden “The Salon”, Chicago – salon license (189-003754) reprimanded and fined $175 for aiding and abetting the unlicensed practice of cosmetology by hiring a person whose license had lapsed.

DENTAL

Mohamedraza H. Bhamani, Chicago – dentist (019-017488) and dental controlled substance (319-007133) licenses restored and placed on indefinite probation.

Agnes Dziarski, Flossmoor – dentist license (019-020340) placed on indefinite probation and dental controlled substance license (319-009689) indefinitely suspended for dispensing controlled substances for other than therapeutic purposes.

Meenal Goel, Lake in the Hills – dentist license (019-025462) reprimanded for providing unnecessary treatment to a patient for the purpose of financial gain.

Jerry Ray Harrison, Decatur – dentist license (019-015654) reprimanded for failing to maintain proper patient records.

Christopher Krizek, Wheaton – dentist (019-022937) and dental controlled substance (319-011879) licenses placed on probation for two years for prescribing and using controlled substances for non-therapeutic purposes.

Allison Lindsey, Hazel Crest and Randy Dixon, Hazel Crest – Lindsey’s dentist (019-023954) and Dixon’s dentist (019-023814) licenses each placed on probation for two years and each fined $750 for unlawfully billing third parties for services that were not rendered, unlawfully billing twice for services which were rendered once, failing to maintain proper patient treatment records, unlawfully billing for appointments that did not take place, and failing to properly perform prosthetic and orthodontic services.

Thomas J. Musur, Vernon Hills – dentist license (019-021332) reprimanded for providing substandard endodontic care to a patient. Musur must complete six hours of additional continuing education.

William Wan, Chicago – dentist license (019-015068) reprimanded and fined $1,000 for unlawfully providing sedation to patients, and failing to maintain proper patient treatment records.
DETECTIVE, ALARM, SECURITY AND LOCKSMITH

Dwain O. Burney, Harvey – permanent employee registration card (129-167758) placed in refuse to renew status for failing to disclose criminal information.

Michael J. Daniels Sr., Chicago – permanent employee registration card (129-246796) suspended for one year for failing to report his arrest and conviction to IDFPR which violated the terms and conditions of a previously imposed probation.

James Fletcher, Prospect Heights and Mount Prospect – private security contractor license (119-000794) and permanent employee registration card (129-040236) revoked for employing individuals in an armed capacity without active firearm authorization cards while he was licensee-in-charge at Illinois Patrol Security Services Inc.

Delbert D. Lane, Bath – permanent employee registration card (129-106397) indefinitely suspended after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

Darryl A. Morrison, Chicago and Urban Community Security Services, Chicago – Morrison’s private security contractor license (119-000816) revoked for failing to maintain the agency license in an active status, and failing to assure compliance with licensure requirements while he was licensee-in-charge. Urban Community Security Services’ private security contractor agency license (122-000638) revoked for operating while its license was in an inoperative status, failing to maintain employee records, and violating the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation.

Tri-Electronics Inc., Hammond, IN – private alarm contractor agency license (127-001245) issued with reprimand and ordered to pay a civil penalty of $25,000 for operating without an Illinois license.

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were placed in refuse to renew status for being more than 30 days delinquent in the payment of child support:

Kenneth Cooksey, Chicago .................................................................129-225724
Herbert Harvey, Chicago .................................................................129-014856
Kenneth J. Springer, Round Lake .....................................................129-223675

FUNERAL DIRECTORS & EMBALMERS

Marion E. Officer Jr., East St. Louis – funeral director and embalmer license (034-012137) reprimanded and fined $100 for the office manager falsifying three funeral claim forms.
Patrick J. Connor, Oakbrook Terrace – physician and surgeon license (036-075569) indefinitely suspended for failing to properly diagnose a patient, and failing to review the results of blood and urine tests.

Brian Phillip Daniel, Coralville, IA – physician and surgeon license (036-089977) reprimanded for failing to timely diagnose colon cancer.

Robert F. Ladove, Marion – physician and surgeon license (036-059589) reprimanded for leaving his assigned shift when he was ill before a replacement arrived.

Keith Levitt, Seattle, WA – physician and surgeon license (036-101322) placed on indefinite probation after being disciplined in Arizona.

Edward H. Malters, Hoffman Estates – medical (036-036775) and controlled substance (336-007442) licenses indefinitely suspended for failing to properly dispose of patient records, and inability to practice with reasonable judgment, skill or safety.

Monty P. McClellan, Prospect, KY – physician and surgeon license (036-041364) indefinitely suspended due to felony conviction for mail fraud in the U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois.

Christopher J. Oie, St. Charles – physician and surgeon license (036-063163) reprimanded and fined $1,000 for practicing on a non-renewed license.

Oscar E. Osimani, Chicago – physician and surgeon license (036-036213) indefinitely suspended for failing to properly monitor a patient’s liver, kidney, and hematologic functions after prescribing Methotrexate, which resulted in the death of the patient.

Fethi Y. Shami, Culver City, CA – chiropractor license (038-008455) placed in refuse to renew status after being disciplined in California.

Luiz R. Soares, Chicago – chiropractor license (038-006253) reprimanded for unbundling his fees for the purpose of charging excessive fees in his treatment of a patient. Soares must complete 10 hours of additional continuing medical education.

Morton D. Willcutts, Chamberlain, SD – physician and surgeon license (036-038189) placed on indefinite probation for failing to pay Illinois income taxes.

The following individuals’ physician and surgeon licenses were placed in refuse to renew status after being disciplined in another state:

Rudolf G. Cantu, Mexia, TX.................................................................036-079068
Stuart M. Cohen, Chicago..............................................................036-076828
Shashi D. Ganti, Chicago.............................................................036-062876
Arun K. Jain, Galesburg ....................................................................036-064823
Robert F. Kasa, Casa Grande, AZ ..........................................................036-062283
Adrienne Knight, Huntington Beach, CA ...........................................036-100622
Robert M. Knight, Boca Raton, FL .....................................................036-081779
Sarfraz A. Mirza, St. Louis, MO .............................................................036-046247
John M. Ritland, Rocky Mountain, NC ................................................036-065695
Dineshchandra H. Shah, Chicago .............................................................036-050335
Mary L. Unruh, Bellevue, WA .............................................................036-070348
Louise Yates, Clinton, OK ...................................................................036-074257

**NURSING**

Christie F. Attenborough, Chicago – registered nurse license (041-238048) indefinitely suspended after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

Crystal Barone, Carbondale – registered nurse license (041-323613) placed on probation for three years for diverting controlled substances from Heartland Regional Medical Center in Marion.

Christy Bolin, New Haven – licensed practical nurse license (043-057821) restored and placed on probation for two years.

Darla Duvall, Edwardsville – registered nurse license (041-302981) placed on probation for three years for diverting Morphine and Demerol from her employer, and addiction to cocaine.

Frederick James Handy, Chicago – licensed practical nurse license (043-050906) placed in refuse to renew status for being more than 30 days delinquent in the payment of child support.

Jennifer M. Lowe, Decatur – licensed practical nurse license (043-087416) placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

Susan Marsh, Cottonwood, AZ – registered nurse license (041-182168) reprimanded after being disciplined in Arizona.

Thomas W. Nimmons, Decatur – licensed practical nurse license (043-081172) indefinitely suspended after violating the terms and conditions of a previously imposed probation.

Judith Ottensmeier, Trenton – registered nurse license (041-291298) suspended for six months followed by probation for three years after testing positive for propoxyphene while enrolled in an employee assistance program.
Ester Y. Simmons, Bradley – licensed practical nurse license (043-084137) indefinitely suspended after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

Bruce Scott, Mt. Sterling – licensed practical nurse license (043-071535) indefinitely suspended due to felony conviction of unlawful delivery of a controlled substance and resisting a police officer in Adams County.

Joyce Surman, Chester – registered nurse license (041-207573) indefinitely suspended for testing positive for Fentanyl in a random screening.

Kevin M. White, Manteno – registered nurse license (041-325455) restored and placed on probation for three years.

PHARMACY

Ann Calandro, Keller, TX – pharmacist license (051-040927) reprimanded after being disciplined in Missouri and Michigan.

Amy Dufur, Aurora – pharmacy technician license (049-117046) revoked for diverting and distributing controlled substances without the proper authorization.

Daniel Williams, Belleville – pharmacist license (051-030762) placed on indefinite probation after being disciplined in Missouri.

The following individuals’ pharmacy technician licenses were placed in refuse to renew status for being more than 30 days delinquent in the payment of child support:

Gwendolyn M. Davis, DeKalb .................................................................049-092607
Ronald George Paranto, Benton.................................................................049-103483

ROOFING CONTRACTORS

Rickens Home Imp. Inc., a/k/a Rickens Home Improvement, Inc., Moline – roofing contractor license (104-012966) indefinitely suspended for practicing prior to receiving a roofing contractor’s license.

SOCIAL WORK

Beverly Brown, East St. Louis – clinical social worker license (149-002140) placed in refuse to renew status for failing to provide proof of required continuing education hours and falsifying the licensure renewal application.
Dennis Greer, Chicago – the respondent was ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a clinical social worker.

WHOLESALE DRUG DISTRIBUTORS

Wolf Medical Supply, Sunrise, FL – the wholesale distributor was issued a reprimand and fined $200 for practicing without a license.

# # #